A. The probabilities across sequence space can be derived from a Maximum Entropy approach. The equilibrium sequencespace distribution has been derived before from statistical physics (1) (2) (3) (4) . Here, we give an alternative derivation, applying the principle of Maximum Entropy to sequence space, because it gives P * i directly, collects together some results not made explicit elsewhere, such as the sequence entropy, and gives the meaning of selective pressure directly and without the metaphor of a bath temperature. For matters of evolution, we are interested in the space of all possible amino-acid sequences. Here, we use the principle of Maximum Entropy to derive a general relationship between the probability Pi of a sequence i as a function of a quantity Vi that we call the fitness potential (which Sella et. al. call the additive fitness (1) ). The degrees of freedom in sequence space are the different residue types that can occur at different residue positions in the chain. Our objective is to determine the one particular distribution {P * i } that maximizes the sequence entropy while also satisfying an observed constraint on the average fitness * To do this, we first express a sequence entropy Sseq as
Pi ln(Pi) [1] We define the average value, over the population, of the fitness potential, as:
PiV (i). [2] So, the equilibrium probability distribution P * i we seek is that which maximizes the entropy, Eq. 1, subject to the constraints of the given average fitness, Eq. 2, and that the probabilities must sum to one. That is, using the method of Lagrange multipliers, we maximize the functional,
where λ is the Lagrange multiplier that enforces the fitness constraint, α is the multiplier that enforces the sum to one and g(i) is the sequence degeneracy (the number of sequences having the given fitness potential). Differentiating with respect to Pi gives a Boltzmann-like equilibrium distribution of the populations of amino-acid sequences having different fitnesses,
Q [4] where Q = i g(i) exp(−λV (i)) is the sum of relative weights over all of sequence space. Note a few points. (i) Eq 4 is a Boltzmann-like distribution. This is not a metaphorical similarity; both are reflections of the deeper point that maximizing entropy is a principle about drawing inferences over probability distributions (5, 6) . (ii) Maximizing Eq 3 is identical to minimizing the free-energy-like quantity F (Sella and Hirsh (1) called it the Free Fitness),
Eq 5 has an energy-like part V and an entropy-like part, Sseq. This means that a single sequence with very high fitness can sometimes be outcompeted (i.e. have higher equilibrium probability) by sequences having lesser fitness if there are many of them having that fitness. (iii) The Lagrange multiplier λ, which describes the force, or selection pressure, for changing sequence fitness, resembles β = 1/(kT ), the thermal driving force in material equilibria, where T is temperature and k is Boltzmann's constant. (iv) When there is no constraint that fixes the value of V , Maximum Entropy predicts a flat fitness landscape and flat distribution: all sequences will be equally likely. (v) Whenever two independent factors give multiplicative contributions to a probability distribution, they give additive contributions to the fitness potential (1), so
where f (i) is the absolute fitness. In particular, we use Eq 6 later in Eq. (19), where a cell's growth rate as a function of the temperature T and the number of mutations m is a product of an Arrhenius rate factor and a protein stability factor, [7] which is found to have the form V (m, T ) = A(T ) + mB(T ); where A and B are known temperature functions, and this fitness landscape is linear in m; see Eq. (19).
B.
The ZSB-like model we use for evolutionary dynamics. The evolutionary dynamics of populations of sequences can be expressed as a master equation: [8] where i and j are two sequences that can interconvert through a single amino-acid substitution. Each step entails 3 components: mutation -selection -fixation. In real systems, the matrix Wji is very sparse, since not every two sequences can be connected with a single mutation. We can safely assume that only those sequences which differ by a single amino acid have a non-zero transition rate Wij = 0 i and j differ by a single mutation = 0 otherwise [9] Equation (8) can be further simplified if we introduce a reference sequence, the perfect adapted sequence, relative to which we count the number of mutations. In this way sequences can be binned into classes, each of which is a given number of mutations away from the perfect sequence. While this simple mutation count is not always a useful measure, it is sufficient for present purposes.
We write the transition matrix as Wij = ω
are the up/down transition rates from the sequence i. The problem is now equivalent to a death/birth process, a well-studied problem in non-equilibrium statistical mechanics. Calling m the number of mutations with respect to the perfect sequence, Eq. (8) becomes
where ω ± m is the transition rate from sequence m to m ± 1 The average time for a system which starts at some distance M from the optimum to reach the optimum at distance 0, for a sequence with length L. Such mean time is called τ (M ) mean first passage time, and it is derived by considering the average exit time from the interval (1, L) when starting from M . τ (M ) is derived from the master equation and is given by the recursion relation (7)
whose solution is [11] where
Considering the detailed balance condition for the equilibrium probabilities and the linear fitness potential assumption it is possible to give a more explicit form of τ (M ). When the fitness potential is linear the up/down rates are uniquely determined by the combinatorics of the sequences. For a sequence that is n steps away from perfect, there are n ways to decrease the mutational distance and L − n ways to increase it, so we have
which gives, after some label redefinition
The expression above can be simplified in some cases; for instance it becomes trivial when the starting sequence is at a distance M = 1. However, in general, sequence lengths are typically L 1. In that case, we can approximate Eq 16 by the ZSB result (7):
For large values of L, the first passage time does not depend upon M , giving the adaptation time τA = τ (M ) in Eq. 17.
C. The fitness landscape for protein stability and temperature. Here we describe our model for cellular fitness as a function of temperature. We assume that fitness is given by the growth rates of simple cells, which are well-known functions of temperature, and are predictable from the folding stabilities of the proteins in their proteomes (8) (9) (10) (11) . Here, we use a slightly simplified version of that relationship, which allows us to consider mutational changes and the misfolding avoidance hypothesis. So, the fitness function equals the growth-rate function,
Ai exp(−∆Gi/RT ) 1 + exp(−∆Gi/RT ) [18] where r0 is an in intrinsic growth-rate speed limit, ∆H is the activation barrier, mtot is the number of different type of proteins that are important for growth, Ai is the abundance of protein type i, T the temperature of the environment and k is Boltzmann's constant. ∆Gi is the folding free energy, given in detail in (12) , but taken here, to good approximation, to be independent of temperature.
In this work, we consider an evolutionary process in which a cell can be represented by integer m, which is the number of proteins that have one mutation away from the wildtype exact sequence. We assume that every protein can mutate to increase its stability ∆G f → ∆G f + ∆∆G (we are using the average of the change in the free energy as a first approximation). A given organism will have a certain number of these proteins mutated in the new, more stable, sequence. The more mutated proteins, the higher the optimal growth temperature; therefore, adaptation to higher or lower temperature can be achieved by mutating to a more or less stable proteome respectively.
For an m-mutant protein organism, the normalized growth law 18, and therefore the relative fitness, now becomes:
m is the genotype variable, which counts the number of protein kinds which have mutated to a more stable sequence, hence a quantity which refers to the entire proteome. kact(m, T ) is exponentially increasing with the temperature, and takes into account the activation energy for the cellular processes,
K fold (m, T ) accounts for the decrease in the fitness due to misfolding.
Now, for simple cells, the growth rate is a direct measure of fitness, so f (m, T ) ∝ r(m, T ). So, the relation to the fitness potential 6 is
where A and B are functions of temperature, parametrized so that the peak of the landscape is at m = 0 when the environmental temperature is ∼ 40
• C and at m = mtot when T ∼ 70
• C. We imagine that ideally evolution happens at a fixed environmental temperature; either a mesophile is kept at high temperature and evolves towards a more stable proteome or a thermophile is put in a cold environment and it undergoes the opposite process.
In this simple model, the landscape is linear along the m axis, and the slope is determined by the environmental temperature, other than the organism-specific growth parameters, which can be obtained by fitting real data (8) .
D. The amino-acid substitution rate can be determined from the equilibrium probabilities. Here is how we compute the average amino-acid substitution rate W for accepted mutations as a function of the probability distribution. For a given protein, the average rate can be written as (2):
where now the indexes i and j refer to different sequences of a given protein, as it can appear in two different organisms which are related in evolution. The left side of Eq (23) depends upon time, but the average rate is constant according to molecular clock data. So, we calculate the rate at the equilibrium point, so that the expression of the probability will be P (t) → P * . Considering a death/birth process, which means assuming that we can just count the number of mutations from a reference state and including the fitness degeneracy, the rates take the form Wij = ω − j δi+1,j + ω + j δi−1,j, and the average substitution rate becomes
Using detailed balance, we can replace ω
, which leads, after some steps to
Next, we express the transition rate ω − m , which is the fixation rate from the sequence m to the sequence m − 1, which is a higher fitness one by construction. Based on the combinatorics, the transition rate will be proportional to the number of mutations in the protein m, simply because there are m possible ways of reducing the number of "defects". This quantity will be multiplied by the mutation rate µ and the probability of fixation π − m . Assuming a constant probability of fixation (selective advantage relatively small per single mutation), π − m → π0, so we can write
[26]
where µ0 = µπ0 is a rescaled rate quantity which can be used as fit parameter. We obtain
Eq. 27 says that the average substitution rate is proportional to the average distance from the optimum at equilibrium (in the example of the main text it is the average number of mutations away from the optimum). Such distance is lower when the optimum has a high probability of being populated, then the total number of mutations per unit time tend to be smaller, and this is because there is less doubt on which direction evolution will continue; on the other hand, when there are a lot of alternatives with a relatively similar fitness potential, the system, here intended as all the possible lineages that can develop from one given individual, tends to explore more possibilities in the genotype space and the substitution rate, as a consequence, is higher.
E. Is misfolding a driving force for evolution?. In this HP model, the noncovalent folding free energy of the native protein is calculated by adding the contribution of each pair of H residues that are in contact by assuming that each pair contributes at the same way. The total folding free energy for a single protein can be written in general as ∆Gc = −pNH δg [28] where NH is the number of H residues in the core and p is the average number of HH contacts that a single H residue makes and δg is the free energy associated with it. Considering that removing a single H residues will remove its contacts, it is better to write NH in terms of the total core residues and the number n of P residues in the core: NH = Nc − n. Eq. 28 now becomes ∆Gc(n) = −NcδG + nδδG [29] where δG = pδg. In this case we also have δδG = δG but in general they can also differ, in the case in which the effect of removing a H does not change δG of the exact same quantity, so we prefer to keep them distinct.
With all these assumptions, we can write
F. Is aggregation a driving force for evolution?. As the stability contribution to fitness comes from the residues in the core, aggregation, which is the basic form of misinteraction when considering a single type of protein, as we are doing in this model, is mainly due to the residues on the surface, which is the reason why the misinteraction avoidance hypothesis was proposed: E-R anticorrelation is observed also for residues on the surface, which contribute too little to the stability of the protein (13, 14) . A functional form for the additive fitness due to mutation on the surface is still lacking: results have been obtained either by analyzing known data on the basis of the interaction propensity of a protein (13) or computationally (14) . Since we need a functional form for the additive fitness we will guess a function by relying on basic principles only. We assume that the additive fitness is a decreasing function of the probability that two proteins will come in contact in the cell and of the average number of "wrong" residues (H) that can come in contact. Indeed we assume that a misinteraction takes place when two hydrophobic residues of two different proteins interact. Our guess is therefore
where m is the number of H residues on the surface and
• Π(A) is the probability that two proteins out of A have a face in contact.
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• M (m) is the average number of mutants on a face when there are m in total.
In the lattice model it is simple to derive such probability from geometrical point of view:
Where v is the volume of a protein and V is the volume of the cell. In 2D we simply have M (m) = m 4 if we assume that the mutations can appear with equal probability in each side of the lattice.
In this way our guess for the additive fitness due to surface residues mutations in a single protein type is the one given in Eq. (32)
where cs describes the degree of fitness harm there is to a cell due to a misinteraction, and ρ = ( v V ) 2 is the relative size of the protein with respect to the cell, which is a number that varies in the range 10 −12 − 10 −9 for bacteria.
G. The fitness landscape vs. protein stability and abundance. In the main text, Fig. 7 explains the ER anticorrelation in terms of substitution rates. Here, we illustrate it, instead, on the fitness landscape. (1) The shape of the fitness landscape (see Fig S1) is given by Eq 30, where the mutation axis indicates proteins becoming increasingly unstable to folding due to increasing mutations, and the abundance axis indicates that the cell's overall fitness diminishes in proportion to the concentration of these unfit proteins. (2) For the same reason shown in Fig 5, evolution is faster along the bluescape than the orangescape contour in Fig S1. (3) Therefore, increasing abundance (i.e. moving from the bluescape line to the orangescape line in Fig S1) leads to slower substitution rates. (The example in this figure is for the misfolding mechanism, but the same general features apply to the aggregation mechanism.) One general point is that because folding rate is so universally anticorrelated with abundance, across a broad range of proteins, it suggests that the physical misfolding and aggregation properties may be more generally relevant to sequence evolution than the biological mechanisms, that differ from one protein to another. Table S1 gives the parameters we use for the fits in Fig. 6 . Defined in Eqs. 30 and 32, they are the folding energy per residue δG, the change in the folding energy per residue due to a single mutation δδG (here we assume δG = δδG, but in principle they could be different), the length of the protein, the protein-to-cell volume ratio ρ and the two fitness parameters cc and cs, multiplied by the selective pressure λ. The model focuses on a single protein, whereas the experimental data shows multiple proteins under different conditions.
H. Parameters for the ER anti-correlation model.
I. How to account for the different effects of the different chaperones, DnaK and GroEl, on a client protein's evolution rate?.
The misfolding avoidance hypothesis (15) (16) (17) can also be used to include the effect of chaperones in this model. Accordingly, the fitness is determined by the total number of unfolded/misfolded proteins, assuming a 2 states dynamics for protein folding. However, a more realistic mechanism of protein folding has to be more complex (18) ; the first modification which is needed to make the model more realistic is to consider the possibility that the protein will end up in a misfolded state (M), a local minimum of the free energy landscape which would make the protein non-functional and prone to aggregation. We therefore have 3 possible states M, U, N (misfolded, unfolded, native); a protein is synthesized in the unfolded state, but it does not stay for long in this state, given the energy minimum is away from this state. It either misfolds or folds correctly. When it is misfolded there is much more chance of aggregation, because many hydrophobic residues are exposed. We therefore modify the misfolding avoidance hypothesis considering this 3-states model, and the fitness is taken to be proportional to the number of misfolded proteins M
where M is the number of misfolded proteins at steady state, c the usual parameter for the misfolding avoidance hypothesis (see Eq. 30) and C is the chaperone concentration.
The role of chaperones in the cell is to prevent aggregation by binding to the misfolded proteins; the number of misfolded proteins at steady state is negatively correlated to the chaperones' concentration. Here we consider two models for proteinchaperone interaction, one for GroEl (G) and the other for DnaK (D). The main difference between the two chaperones is that after binding to the misfolded state, GroEl can release the protein either in the unfolded U state or in the native N state, whereas DnaK can only release in the U state, giving the protein a new chance to fold independently. Although this is a very minimal approximation of the true mechanism, it is able to capture the basic difference between the two form of chaperone-mediated folding. The constants a, b, c. .. are the folding/unfolding/binding rate constants and they can be expressed in terms of an activation energy. C X is the chaperone-protein complex (C can be G or D, X can be M, U, N).
We first consider GroEl. In order to find the number of misfolded proteins at steady state we need to solve the ODEs associated to the mechanism in Fig. S2 (top) . First we consider the equations for G X , where X = M, U, N and solve them at steady state:
Solving these equations at steady state, we can use the result to calculate M, U and N. For instance, the equation for M is given by
where ka is the aggregation rate. Replacing G M with the solutions we found from the previous equations, we can write the latter equation in terms of some effective rate constants α XY , which take into account the chaperone route for folding -unfolding (See Fig. S3 ):
Now we solve at steady state the equations for M,U and N and find all the constants to simplify the model we make 2 assumptions (see Fig. S3 ):
1. GroEl is extremely selective, it only binds to M: i = 0 and f = 0 2. GroEl is perfectly efficient, it never releases the protein in the M-state in this way only 2 rate constants are non-zero (see Fig.S3 ), and their expression is simplified
where
The ratios e/g and h/l can be expressed in terms of the activation energies. For the first, we can assume that folding inside the chaperone is much more convenient than releasing the protein in the unfolded state, therefore
where ∆U and ∆N are the barriers for release of the protein in the U and N states, respectively, and ∆U N −∆N U = ∆G < 0 is the folding energy. Fig S4 qualitatively depicts how these energy differences are defined.
We can assume that there is no preference in the release of the protein, whether in the U or in the N state, therefore ∆U ≈ ∆N . We also assume that exp(∆U/RT ) is of order 1, so that Now the entire model depends upon 3 measurable parameters: the GroEl-misfolded protein binding rate a, the GroEl concentration G * and the chaperone assisted folding energy (naturally smaller than the free one) ∆G. We can proceed now to calculate the fitness by solving the steady state equation for M and using Eq. (33). We therefore solve the system of linear equations derived from Eq. (36) and the correspondent ones for U and N at steady state, leading, after some further approximations, to
[43]
where we introduced the protein abundance A by enforcing mass conservation M + U + N = A and introduced a chaperone's concentration parameter G0 (corresponding to the concentration in normal conditions) and γ = aG0/kr, is the ratio between the protein-GroEl binding rate in normal conditions (i.e. at G = G0) and the protein removal rate kr, which is proportional to the overall growth rate of the cell. At this point we have all we need to calculate the average amino-acid substitution rate with the same method used in the main text, using Eq. (27), calculating the folding energy ∆G using a lattice model (see Eq. 28). A similar analysis can be done to determine the effective rate constant β MU for the DnaK assisted folding. We get
[44]
where ρ = exp [−∆G/RT ]. We now use the two expressions (43) and (44) to calculate the average substitution rate as a function of the protein abundance A and the chaperone concentration (see Fig. 8 ). Chaperones serve different client proteins, but they also act differently. GroEl (green) stabilizes and populates N. DnaK is less effective at promoting N relative to M than GroEl is, so Dnak is less effective at increasing substitution rates.
